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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the dialog learning system in
the evaluation campaign of the end-to-end goal oriented di-
alog learning track of Dialog System Technology Challenges
(DSTC 6). This paper presents the key modules of our system,
including a hierarchical Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
based ranking module, a Conditional Random Field (CRF)
based slot tracking module, and a heuristic scoring module. We
also report experimental results of our systems, which show a
significant improvement over the baseline methods.
Index Terms: dialog system, human-computer interaction,
computational linguistics

1. Introduction
Aiming at completing tasks to meet users’ requirements via
conversational interactions, dialog systems can be applied to
enable electronic devices to work as intelligent virtual agents,
thus both academic and industrial experts have paid much at-
tention to this area. Classical methodologies usually divide a
dialog system into the following components, natural language
understanding [1, 2, 3], dialog state tracking [4, 5, 6], policy
and natural language generation [7, 8]. Various solutions for
each of the above components have been proposed to achieve
satisfactory performance.

Another option for building dialog systems is to handle the
task completion problem with end-to-end (E2E) frameworks,
that is, the system is focused on learning a policy to provide ap-
propriate feedbacks to users in a given dialog context, e.g., ask-
ing questions to clearly define a user request, querying Knowl-
edge Bases (KBs), displaying options to users [9]. The appar-
ent advantage of such E2E dialog systems lies in the fact that
the system makes no assumption on the dialog states varying
according to the changing of the domains. Consequently, it is
much easier for such systems to scale up to new domains.

The rapid development of research work on Deep Learning
(DL) makes it possible to produce outstanding E2E dialog sys-
tems in specified domains. Some of the DL architectures, such
as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), can be intuitively intro-
duced to construct E2E dialog models, given their promising
capability of sequence modeling.

This paper proposes an E2E goal oriented dialog learning
system, which integrates DL models with auxiliary traditional
machine learning methods. The models are trained on limited
dialog data from the dialog learning track, learning to rank the
candidates for the next utterance given the dialog history.

2. Task Description
The model this paper presents aims to accomplish the end-to-
end goal oriented dialog learning track of Dialog System Tech-
nology Challenges (DSTC 6). A transaction dialog dataset was
produced using a dialog simulation framework developed and
released by Facebook AI Research.

This track breaks down a goal-directed objective into sev-
eral subtasks to test some crucial capabilities that dialog sys-
tems should possess. All the tasks are based on a restaurant
reservation system. The tasks include issuing API calls, updat-
ing API calls, displaying options, providing extra information,
and conducting full dialogs [9]. Note that the tasks displaying
options and providing extra information can be simply handled,
since they only involve the looking-up operation upon the given
KB. For this reason, this paper focuses on the first two tasks.

Task 1: Issuing API calls. A user request implicitly de-
fines a query that can contain some of the required fields. The
bot must ask questions for filling the missing fields and eventu-
ally generate the correct corresponding API call.

Task 2: Updating API calls. After issuing an API call in
Task 1, users ask to update their requests. The bot must confirm
with users on their updates and issue the updated API call.

Figure 1 illustrates the tasks issuing API calls and updat-
ing API calls. From the examples in the figure, it can be found
that both of the two tasks highly depend on the dialog history,
that is, the dialog system needs to consider the whole history
session between the user and the system to make the accurate
decision and provide correct feedback. For this purpose, mod-
eling the dialog history reasonably is of great necessity and the
corresponding component is the very basis of the entire system.

3. Approach
In this section, we first introduce the overview of our system
architecture, followed by the details of the modules, including a
hierarchical Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) based ranking
module, a Conditional Random Field (CRF) based slot tracking
module, and a heuristic scoring module.

3.1. System Architecture

Taking the human-robot dialog session and the candidate re-
sponses from the robot as input, our proposed system ranks the
candidates and select the best one among them. The architec-
ture of the system is shown in Figure 2, which is composed of
the following three modules:

• The Preliminary Ranking Module models and scores



Figure 1: Examples of the Task of Issuing API Calls and Updating API Calls.
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Figure 2: Overview of the Proposed E2E Task Oriented Dialog System.

the relevance of a dialog history and a candidate utter-
ance, as is introduced in Section 3.2.

• The Slot Tracking Module has two submodules,
SlotCRF and UncertaintyCRF, described in Section 3.3.
SlotCRF aims to capture all the slots in the utterances,
where the slot words are labeled as the corresponding
slot names and other words are labeled as ‘O’ (Others).
UncertaintyCRF focuses on the uncertainty of the slots.

• The Final Scoring Module adopts a heuristic strategy
for integrating the scores from the preliminary ranking
model and the results from the slot tracking module, and
gains the final score for each candidate. We describe the
details in Section 3.4.

3.2. Hierarchical LSTM model

We describe the preliminary ranking module of our system in
this section. As discussed above, modeling the utterances se-
quence is the essence of our proposed E2E dialog system, since
it is of great importance to capture the key semantic information
through the understanding of the given entire dialog session.

RNN based models have been proved to be effective on
such circumstances. For example, Sordoni et al. [10] proposed
Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder-Decoder (HRED) to predict the
subsequent web search query given all the previous queries in
the session. HRED model is further expanded by Serban et

al. [11] for building dialog systems to predict the next utterance
corresponding the entire dialog history .

This dialog learning track of DSTC 6 calls for selecting
the most suitable utterance from multiple candidates rather than
generating responses. Thus, we adopt a hierarchical RNN to
model the dialog history. The bottom layer is a word-level RNN
and the upper layer is a sentence-level RNN. We use the LSTM
unit as our RNN cell, which effectively avoids the vanishing
gradient problem [12, 13].

Consider a dialog with m utterances: {u1, · · · , um}, let
{wk1, · · · , wkn} denotes the words in uk, k = 1, 2, · · · ,m.
c1, · · · , cl denote the candidate system answers for the dialog.
The vector of each word wki is denoted by wki.

The word-level LSTM maps the words vectors of an utter-
ance into a sentence vector. For each utterance uk, its word vec-
tor sequence {wk1, . . . ,wkn} will be fed into the word-level
LSTM and the last hidden state yk output by LSTM is used as
the representation of the utterance. We also call yk the sentence
vector of utterance uk.

yk = LSTMbottom(wk1, . . . ,wkn) (1)

The utterances in a dialog history {u1, · · · , um} go
through the word-level LSTM, which outputs the sentence
vectors sequence {y1, · · · ,ym}. For candidates, word-level
LSTM also maps each candidate ck into a candidate vector Ck,
where k = 1, 2, · · · , l.
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Figure 3: The hierarchical LSTM model for conversation modeling.

The sentence-level LSTM maps sentence vector sequence
{y1, · · · ,ym} into a dialog context vector U . Similar to the
word-level LSTM, the input is the sentence vectors sequence,
and the final hidden state U is used as the dialog context vector,
which contains the information of the whole dialog history.

U = LSTMupper(y1, · · · ,ym) (2)

Relevance Measure. We adopt the cosine similarity be-
tween U and Ck as the relevance metric for evaluating the rel-
evance between the dialogue and a candidate answer ck. The
relevance score Rel(U ,Ck) is defined as follows.

Rel(U ,Ck) =
U ·Ck

‖U‖‖Ck‖
(3)

According to the definition above, a candidate answer with
a higher relevance score has a higher probability to be the cor-
rect system answer. In order to render valid computations in
Equation (3), we set equal size of the hidden dimensions for the
word-level LSTM and the sentence-level LSTM.

Training. We train the hierarchical LSTM model on the
training dataset provided by the dialog learning track. In the
training dataset, each dialog item contains a dialog session of
several utterances and 10 candidate responses, where only one
response is the correct system answer. In addition, in order to
balance the data, we adopt the pairwise training criterion, con-
verting a dialog item into 9 (pk, nk) pairs, k = 1, · · · , 9, where
each pk is the correct answer, all nks are the 9 incorrect candi-
dates.

The loss function is defined as follows.
L(Θ) = max{1− (Rel(U ,P )−Rel(U ,N)), 0} (4)

where Θ is the parameters of our model, U is the dialog vec-
tor, P and N are the sentence vectors of a correct and incorrect
candidate, respectively. We minimize the loss function in Equa-
tion (4) when training our model.

An illustration of our model is shown in Figure 3.

3.3. SlotCRF and UncertaintyCRF

We describe the slot tracking module of our system in this sec-
tion. The module mainly contains two CRF models [14], which

are trained to determine the values of the slots while predicting
the correct system answer. The hierarchical LSTM model learns
the relevance between the dialog history and the candidate an-
swers, but it is not good at distinguishing the user-required slot
values since they are rather close in the word embedding space.
CRF is selected for slot value tracking since it gains great suc-
cess in the field of sequence labeling.

SlotCRF predicts the slot attribute for slot values in the
utterances. The slot attributes include location, cuisine, atmo-
sphere, price range, number of people. For instance, in the train-
ing dataset, London is a value for slot “location” and labeled as
“Loc”, Indian is a value for slot “cuisine” and labeled as “Cuis”,
while non-slot-value words are labeled “O” for “others”.

UncertaintyCRF predicts whether a slot value is desirous
for the user in current utterance. The label set consists of “Yes”,
“Unsure” and “No”. For instance, when a user says “i want
moderate price range, but my friend wants a cheap price range
so let’s do that”, the word moderate should be labeled as “No”
and the word cheap be labeled as “Yes”. If a user says “i am
not very fond of bombay, but it was nice last time”, the word
bombay should be labeled as “Unsure”.

3.4. Final Scoring Module

The final scoring module incorporates the results from the pre-
liminary ranking module and the slot tracking module with a
heuristic strategy, and presents the final score.

The strategy is split into two branches according to the rel-
evance scores from the preliminary ranking module. For a di-
alog and its candidate answers, if the highest relevance score s
among the candidate answers belongs to a candidate beginning
with “api call”, i.e., the system collects all the slot values that
the user requires, the system goes to Strategy A; if the highest
score s belongs to a candidate answer that asks a certain slot,
the system goes to Strategy B.

Strategy A. In this branch, an “api call” answer gets the
highest relevance score computed by the hierarchical LSTM.
This strategy updates all the “api call” candidate answers. For
such a candidate answer c, the relevance score s(c) is updated



Table 1: The results on task 1 and task 2.

Models Task 1 Task 2
Pre@1 Pre@2 Pre@5 Pre@1 Pre@2 Pre@5

Random 0.102 0.204 0.509 0.095 0.195 0.467
TDIDF 0.210 0.299 0.522 0.367 0.474 0.669
SVM 0.813 0.816 0.830 0.745 0.764 0.789
LSTM 0.843 0.906 0.985 0.778 0.840 0.978
Hierarchical LSTM 0.886 0.941 0.999 0.817 0.926 1.000
Hierarchical LSTM CRF 0.998 1.000 1.000 0.997 1.000 1.000

as follows.

s(c)← s(c) +
∑
v∈c

(
1

p(v)
+ δ(v)

)
(5)

where p(v) is the relative position index of word v that last oc-
curred in the dialog history, which is an positive integer. p(v)
is smaller if v is closer to the end of the dialog history. δ(v) is
the reward attributed to the candidate answer c, according to the
results of UncertaintyCRF. Let l(v) denote the label that Uncer-
taintyCRF predicts for the last occurrence of word v.

δ(v) =


δ1 l(v) = “Yes”
δ2 l(v) = “No”
δ3 l(v) = “Unsure”
δ4 l(v) = “O”

Through test and trial, we set δ1 = 1.0, δ2 = −1.0, δ3 = −0.2,
δ4 = 0.2 in our system.

Strategy B. In this branch, a slot-inquiring answer gets
the highest relevance score. This strategy updates all the slot-
inquiring candidate answers, such as “any preference on a type
of cuisine”, “which price range are you looking for”. The up-
dated score s(c) for candidate c is as follows.

s(c)← s(c) + β1(c) + β2(c) (6)
where β1(c) is used to penalize the slot-inquiring answer (we
set to -1.0 in our system) if this slot has been inquired in the
dialog history, while β2(c) is a weight for the order of inquired
slots (we set to the inverse of the correct order index of the in-
quired slot) since the system inquires slots in a fixed order.

4. Results & Analysis
4.1. Baseline

We prepare four baselines for our experiments, the first two are
provided by DSTC 6 [9]:

• Random. Rank the candidates randomly.

• TFIDF. Rank the candidates according to tf-idf values.

• SVM. Rank by Support Vector Machine (SVM) [15]
with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. The utterances
are represented by term frequency, and different answers
are simply taken as different classes.

• LSTM. The dialog history is packed into a long sentence
and passed to a vanilla LSTM [16], while candidate an-
swers are also passed to the LSTM, using the same rele-
vance metric and loss function as our hierarchical model.

4.2. Results

The dataset provided by DSTC 6 for the task 1 and 2 contains
20000 dialog sessions. We split the dataset into training set, val-
idation set and test set, with the ratio of 8:1:1. Experiments are
conducted with our system and baselines using the test dataset.

Table 1 shows the precision @{1,2,5} of our system and base-
lines on task 1 and 2. The precision @k refers to the propor-
tion of the dialogs that the correct answer is in top-k candidates
ranked by the system.

It can be seen that Random and TFIDF methods achieve
rather low precisions, as expected, while SVM and the basic
LSTM model achieve higher precisions. The last line in Table 1
shows the results of our system, which we denote by Hierachi-
cal LSTM CRF. We also implement a system for comparison,
i.e., we only keep the hierachical LSTM module and get rid of
the slot tracking module. We denote this system by Hierachi-
cal LSTM, and the corresponding results are shown in the sec-
ond line from the bottom. We find that both of the two systems
perform better than the baseline systems. The reason is that the
hierarchical models have better capabilities in capturing the in-
formation in dialog history, while a basic LSTM model is liable
to losing information when handling long sentences.

Comparing our two systems, Hierarchical LSTM CRF has
a significant improvement, especially in precision @1. The
main difference is the CRF model for confirming slot values. In
the experiments, we find Hierarchical LSTM achieves high ac-
curacy in predicting the non-“api call” candidate answers, but
it does not distinguish the “api call” candidate answers well.
Here “api call” candidate answers begin with “api call”, which
means the system is aware of all the required slots and ready to
call the query interface. Since the values for a certain slot, e.g.,
“paris” and “london” for “Location”, are very close in the em-
bedding space, it is difficult for a vanilla Hierarchical LSTM
to distinguish the slot values. This motivates us to add a slot
tracking CRF module to enhance the performance.

Another observation is that the precisions for task 2 are gen-
erally lower than that for task 1. Task 2 always needs to handle
users’ updating requests. This means the dialog history of task
2 often contains more information, especially more values of
required slots. This brings difficulties to the model learning.

On the basis of Hierarchical LSTM CRF, we add some
rule-based strategies into our submitted system, and we confirm
the rules are apparent through an observation of the training
dataset. The evaluation data includes unseen features and vo-
cabularies. According to the distributed evaluation results, our
submitted system is in Rank 1 with precision @1=1.0, among
all the participants. We believe the reason is that the data is rel-
atively easy to fit and good rules do help improve the precision.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a system for goal-oriented dialog
learning track of DSTC 6, which integrates a hierarchical LSTM
with a slot tracking CRF. A heuristic strategy is proposed for
incorporating results from both models. Experiments demon-
strate that our system performs significantly better than single
hierarchical LSTM and other baselines.
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